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Probability distribution of the maximum wave height along a sea wall
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Abstract
A probability distribution of the simultaneous maximum wave amplitude within a finite width along a virtual vertical plane placed in a 3-dim.
irregular sea state is studied theoretically. The probability distribution
differs considerably from the Rayleigh distribution even when the width of
the structure is an order of 1/10 significant wave length. The difference increases with the interval width. Especially, appearant probability of large
amplitude is considerably larger than that expected from the Rayleigh distribution. Coastal structures which were designed with sufficient safety
margin have sometimes failes. There are possibilities that the structures
were not attacked by "unexpectedly large waves" but large waves which
could have been possibly expected if we had taken the width effect into
account.

1.Introduction
Probability distribution of zero-crossing irregular wave heights measured by a
"fixed wave gauge" agrees well with the Rayleigh probability distribution regardless of a wave spectrum. A zero-crossing wave height is defined as a difference
between the maximum and minimum water levels within a zero-crossing wave period in the ordinary definition. When a short crested irregular wave acts on the
structure such as a breakwater, wave height along it changes spatially. Although
visual observation can roughly recognize a maximum wave height and its location,
but single wave gauge can not always catch 3-dim. wave peaks and troughs of
the short crested waves but only record a water surface displacement at its fixed
position (Fig.l). However, if a big wave hits any part of the structure, it is recognized that the structure is attacked by a big wave. Suppose many wave gauges
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are set up with negligibly small intervals on the structure, even though it seems
unpractical. And if the largest one is adopted selectively among measured wave
heights with these wave gauges as a simultaneous wave height during an action
of a single (short crested) wave, a probability distribution of the wave height defined in this way may change according to the width of the structure. Statistical
properties of the selectively defined wave height seems necessary to consider in a
design of structure, if the structure is such a type that a local damage may induce
a failure of the whole structure. This study deals with a theoretical probability
distribution of the spatially maximum wave amplitudes along a structure with a
finite width placed in a 3-dim. irregular sea state. A quite different probability
distribution of wave amplitudes from the Rayleigh distribution is obtained if the
width is not small.
Wave gauge

Fig. 1

3-dim. wave profile and a wave gauge

2. Wave number spectrum
x and y axes are taken on a still water level so that x axis takes a dominant
wave direction and z axis is taken positive upward. Water surface elevation £ of
a 3-dim. short crested irregular wave is expressed as,
4 = ]P (k cos (kjX + 2nfit + <#)

(1)

in which Q, kj, fa and <pi are amplitude, wave number, frequency and phase angle
of the i-th component wave respectively, x=(x, y) and t is time. Cj is determined
from
fi+df, Oi+dS

J2

4/2 = E (U 9i) dfd8 = 5(/i)G(ei; fi)dfd9

(2)

where 6 and E(f, 0) are the direction of wave and the directional wave spectrum,
S(f) is a power spectrum, G(8; f) is a directional function. A wave number
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spectrum E(kx,ky) is derived from E(f,9) as,
E(kx,ky) = Cg/27rk-E(f,6)

(3)

where kx , ky and Cg are x, y components of a wave number k and group
velocity corresponding to the frequency / respectively. New x, y axes which
are anti-clockwise rotation of x and y axes around z axis are taken. The angle
between x and x axes is 6. The wave number components on the new axes are
expressed as,
kx = kx cos 8 + ky sin 0
ky = — kx sin 6 + ky cos 6

(4)

For simplicity, fcx, kx, ky and ky are replaced by u, u, v and v respectively. Wave
profile in the new coordinate is expressed as,
oo

£ = ]T Cn cos (unx + vny + 2irfnt + e„)

(5)

n=l

and if a vertical virtual plane H is placed on the new x axis, cross section of <£
on H at i = 0 is given as,
oo

C =^2Cn cos (u„x + e„)

(6)

n=l

where Gn and en are amplitude and phase angle of the n-th component wave. Cn
is determined from,
Un+du,Vn-\-dv

J2

Gljl = E (un, vn) dudv

(7)

The wave number spectrum E(u, v) in eq.(3) is transformed into E(u,v) using
the relations,
u = u cos 6 — v sin 9
v = u sin 9 + v cos 0

(8)

and

B(V) = ^4B(U,V)
o(u,v)

(9)

where d(u, v)/d(u,v) = 1. One dimensional wave number spectrum Eg(u) for
^ is given by an integration of E(u, v) in terms of v,
/oo

E(u,v)dv
UU.'V

- OO

(10)
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When 6 = n/2, Eg(u) is symmetry about u - 0. Small angle shift from 9 = n/2
brings, however, less unsymmetry on Eg(u).
3. Maximum amplitude within a finite interval
Amplitude of zero-crossing wave is approximated with a wave envelope. Solid
line in Fig.2 shows schematically a wave envelope R(x) on H for C|*=o- R(x) is
determined by the Rice(1945) method (eq.20). Taylor series expansion of R(x) \
t-o around x = 0 is given as,
R[x) = R(0) + R\0)

2

X+R"(0) X /2

+

(11)

R(0),R'(0) and R"(0) are amplitude of R{x), its first and second derivative in
terms of x at x = 0 respectively. First three terms in eq.(U) are used to approximate R(x) in this study assuming the width of concern in Fig.2 (—AL < x < AL
: width of the structure) is not large. A difference between the maximum amplitude Rm within the interval and i?(0) is given as
\R (0)/i2"(0)|

<

AL;

2
Rm ~ R(0) = ~{ti(0)} /2R"(0)

\R'(0)/R"(0)\

>

R'(0) >
Rm - R(P) =
R'(0) <
Rm - R(0) =

Fig.2

(12)

AL;
0
Ft (0) AL + R" (0) (AL)2/2
0
-R' (0) AL + R" (0) (AL)2/2

R(x), R(0) and Rm; wave envelope its amplitude at x = 0 and its
maximum amplitude within the interval — AL < x < AL

(13)
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Putting 8R = Rm — R(0), probability distribution of SR is defined as
P(6R)a = j P[R' (0), R" (0); R (0)] dS

(14)

in which P[R'(0),R"(0);R(0)) is a conditional joint probability distribution for
R'(0) and R"(0) and S is a region in which AR < 6R < AR 4- dR on condition
i?(0). Figure 3 schematically shows the region S. Since S is symmetry about R"
axis, a half region (R' > 0) is shown. A probability distribution for the maximum
amplitude Rm within the interval —AL < x < AL is defined by
,(R) = I

P (SR)R P [R{0)} dR{0)

(15)

where P [R(0)} is a probability distribution of R(0) (Rayleigh distribution). Connecting eqs.(14) and (15), Pm(R) is calculated from
Pm (R) = f°° f P[R (0), R' (0), R" (0)] dSdR (0)

(16)

in which P[R{0),R'(0),R"{0)} is a joint probability distribution of R(0),R'(0)
and R"(0). For simplicity, R(0), R'(0) and R"(0) are expresed as R,R' and R"
respectively.

2 A/?

2 IV

i
*'2
2 &R + dR

Fig.3

Region of integration S

4. Joint probability distribution for R, R! and R"
Following Rice (1945), joint probability distribution for R, R' and R" is given
as,
/

i

n\

R33

r2v

r°°

i r
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2
2 2
p{-^2 BQR + 2B1R'6' - 2B2 { RR" - R (f>'

eX

, ,, 2

„9 ,/2

+ B22(R"
+ R2
'

.'2 ,/

,V r, ,"

n2 l'3

2B3(RR 6 -2R 6 -RR6 - R
+

V'2

B4 «

„ „ „" ,'2

. „/2 ,/2

- 2i?i? </> + 4/? 6 + 4RR 6 6 + R'6 + R
(17)

in which
B0 =

(b2bA-b32)B,

B22 = (b0h-b22)B,

Bx = - (6i64 - 6263) B,

B2=(b1b3-b22)B,

B3 = -(6063-6163)5,

B4 = (6062 - 6X2) B,

j3 = 606264 + 26i6263 - 623 - 60633 - 646i2

(18)

bn, (n = 0,1,2,3,4) is determined as,
6o = (/cl2) = {hi2}
62 = (ij) = (ij)
64 = (lj) = (lj)
63 = <Wc3> = (Ic2ls3)

(19)

in which { ) means an ensemble mean, Ici, Isi, (i = 1,2,3), R and </> are given as,
oo

Id =

^Cn cos (u„x - umx + en)
n=l
oo

hi = 5Z C„ sin (unx - umx + en)
R = y/& + ili
<£ = tan-^/.i//,!)

(20)

and
/c2 = (/cl)', /S2 = (/si)', /e3 = (/cl)", Is2 = (7sl)"

(21)

«m is a mean wave number of Eg(u) (eq.10). In these equations ' and " mean
the first and second derivative in terms of x respectively. For simplicity Ee (u) is
assumed to be symmetry about u = 0. This assumption approximately holds if
| 6 — 7r/2| is not large. Integrating eq.(17) in terms of 0 and <£"•,
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p (R, Ft, Ft') = 2a f°°exp {- p^ -

a=

3^

exp ^-~

(B0B?

2

70'

j d$

(22)

- 2B2RR" + B22R'2 + 54if 2) }

(23)

P = BiR2/2B2
2

7=

[B22R

(24)

- 2BiRR" + 2B2R2) / (2B2)

(25)

Although Rice(1945) gave an analytical solution for eq.(22), calculation is made
numerically in this study.
5. Probability distribution of the maximum amplitude

Bretschneider-Mitsuyasu type wave spectrum is applied for S(f) in eq.(2).
S(f) = 0.257fl?/3T1/3(T1/3/)"5 exp [-1.03(T1/3/y4]

(26)

where if1/3 and Ti/3 are significant wave height and period. Mitsuyasu type
directional spreading function G(6; /) modified by Goda et al. (f 975) is used.
G(0;/) = Gocos"(0/2)

(27)

G0 = 22i-1P(S + I)/ [7rr (25 + 1)]

(28)

in which

and
C — J J->max ' \J / Jp)

S

'• J — JP

-\Smax -(f/fpy2-5 : />/„

/'OQ'i

(29)

/p is a peak frequency of S(f). Goda et al.(1975) showed that Smax = 10, 25
and 75 are suitable for fully saturated sea state, swell sea states with short and
long decay distances respectively. Significant wave height and period of if1/3 =
5.5m, Ti/3 = 10s are used to realize a fully saturated sea state in the present
calculation. L1/3, f?(0)rms and ifi/3/f 1/3 are 156m, 1.35m and 0.035 respectively
in deep sea condition.
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1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
R+AR (m)
Distributions of 6R on conditions R = 1.0m and R = 2.0m
(Smax = 10, AL = 0.05L1/3)
0.5

1.0

Figure 4 shows P(SR)R when _R = 1.0m and 2.0m for AL = 0.05Li/3, h/Lys =
1.0, and SVnaa, = 10. Dotted line shows a part of the distribution when local
maxima (eq.12) appear within —AL < x < AL and chain line shows a part of
the distribution when local maxima appear outside of the interval Maximum
amplitude within the interval is R(—AL) or R(AL) in the latter distribution
(eq.13). Total of the dotted and chain lines gives P(6R)R. When R = 2.0m,
total distribution is narrower than that of R — 1.0m. This may correspond that
when R(0) is large, Rm presumably exist within a vicinity of x = 0. When R(0)
is small, on the contrary, the probability that the local maximum exist outside
of the interval becomes large.

AL=0
•\\^ 0.050 L1/3
6

0.10 L1/3

R(m)
(a) 5max=10, A/L1/3 = 1.0
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S

6

OH

2
R (m)

3

(c) Smax = 20, h/ii/s = 1-0
AL = 0

R (m)
(d) Smax = 20, ft/ii/3 = 0.25
Fig.5 Pm(i?) (•), Rayleigh (solid line) and Weibull (broken line) distributions.
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Figure 5 shows a calculated example of Pm{R) (•) when (a) h/L1/3 = 1.0,
Smax = 10, (b) h/Lys = 0.25, Smax = 10, (c) h/Ly3 = 1.0, Smax = 20, and (d)
h/Li/z = 0.25, 5max = 20. Two values for AL (0.052n/3, O.IL1/3) are used in
the calculations. Solid line shows the Rayleigh distribution (AL = 0). Increasing
interval brings a larger departure from the Rayleigh distribution. Broken lines
are the Weibull distribution shown for comparisons. Shape parameters for the
Weibull distribution are calculated using a Weibull probability paper (Yamauchi,
1972). Agreements of the calculated results and the Weibull distributions are
fairly well in all cases.

AL/L1/3 (X10-2)
Fig.6

Change of the shape factor with AL/L1/3
(ft/ii/3 = 1.0, Smax = 10)

Figure 6 shows a change of the shape factor with AL/Ly3 when h/Li/3 = 1.0,
Smax = 10 (Fig.5(a)). It increases with AL while it is small but takes almost
constant value 2.5 ~ 2.6 where AL/L1/3 > 0.06. Figure 7 shows a change of
rms value for Rm calculated from Pm{R) in Fig.5(a). Similar results as shown in
Figs.6 and 7 are obtained in other cases. Pm{R) (•), Rayleigh (solid line) and
Weibull (broken line) distributions are compared for large value of R (> 3.8m)
in Fig.8 {h/L1/3 = 0.1, Smax = 25 and AL/L1/3 = 0.1). Pm(R) is considerably
larger than the Rayleigh and Weibull distribution in this area.
6. Modification of the spectrum
High frequency component of a wave spectrum brings small fluctuations on
R (Tayfun et al., 1989). Sometimes a few local maxima appear on R within a
given width. Eqs.(12), (13) may give 6R between the nearest local maximum
and R(0), instead of between the maximum Rm within the interval and R(0)
in this case. To eliminate insignificant fluctuations on R, high frequency (large
wave number; k > 0.2, L < 0.2L1/3) part of the spectrum is neglected so that
no wave component has shorter wave length than the mentioned widest width
(—A = O.IL1/3) in this study.
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AL/Li/3 (X10-2)
Fig.7
10x10'

Si
a
OH

Change of the rms value for Rm with AL/L1/3
(h/L1/3 = 1.0, Smax = 10)

3

6H
4
2-\

3.8

1
4.0

1
4.2

1
4.4
R (m)

14.6

4.8

5.0

Fig.8 Pm{R) (•), Rayleigh (solid line) and Weibull (broken line)
distributions in a large R region. (/i/Li/3 = 1.0, Smax — 10)
7. Concluding remarks
This study deals with a probability distribution of the maximum wave amplitude within a finite width along a virtual vertical plane placed in a 3-dim.
irregular sea state. The probability distribution departs considerably from the
Rayleigh distribution. This difference increases with the interval width. Especially, probability of the large amplitude is considerably larger than that of
the Rayleigh distribution. It could be considered that unexpectedly large wave,
appearance probability of which is very small, attacked when failure of coastal
structures took place. However, the width effect for the appearant probability
of large waveswe has not been taken into account. Some of the failure may take
place since this width effect on the probability distribution of wave heights is
neglected. When structures are planed, three-dimensional properties of waves
seems necessary to consider.
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